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ABSTRACT
Operational numerical models failed to predict the record-setting rapid intensification and rapid overwater weakening of Hurricane Patricia (2015) in the eastern North Pacific basin, resulting in large intensity forecast errors. In an effort to better understand the mesoscale processes contributing to Patricia’s rapid intensity changes, we analyze high-resolution aircraft observations collected on 22–23 October. Spline-based variational analyses are created from observations collected via in situ measurements, Doppler radar, and full-tropospheric dropsonde profiles as part of the Office of Naval Research Tropical Cyclone Intensity (TCI) experiment and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Intensity Forecasting Experiment (IFEX). We present the first full-tropospheric calculation of the dry, axisymmetric Ertel’s potential vorticity (PV) in a tropical cyclone without relying on balance assumptions. Detailed analyses reveal the formation of a “hollow tower” PV structure as Patricia rapidly approached its maximum intensity, and a subsequent breakdown of this structure during Patricia’s rapid overwater weakening phase. Transforming the axisymmetric PV analyses from radius–height to potential radius–isentropic coordinates reveals that Patricia’s rapid intensification was closely related to the distribution of diabatic heating and eddy mixing. During Patricia’s rapid overwater weakening phase, eddy mixing processes are hypothesized to be the primary factor rearranging the PV distribution near the eye–eyewall region, diluting the PV previously confined to the hollow tower while approximately conserving the absolute circulation.

1. Introduction

Accurate forecasts of tropical cyclone (TC) intensity changes remain one of the most difficult weather predictions, even for short lead times. This is in part due to multiscale interactions, which require operational forecast models to precisely capture the evolution of the atmosphere over a vast range of scales in the vicinity of a TC. DeMaria et al. (2014) demonstrated that although intensity forecast errors have not improved as much as track forecast errors over the past few decades, intensity forecasts at long lead times (e.g., 48–120 h) have improved at a statistically significant rate. However, only marginal improvements have been made at shorter lead times (e.g., 24–48 h), suggesting that additional research is required to better understand the underlying mechanisms associated with TC intensification. In the case of eastern North Pacific Hurricane Patricia (2015), extreme rapid intensification was not well predicted by either global or mesoscale models (Rogers et al. 2017, their Fig. 1), which contributed to a 48-h intensity forecast error of 105 kt (1 kt $\approx 0.51\text{ m s}^{-1}$; Kimberlain et al. 2016). In this study, we utilize high-resolution observations collected during the Office of Naval Research (ONR) Tropical Cyclone Intensity experiment (TCI; Doyle et al. 2017) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Intensity Forecasting Experiment (IFEX; Rogers et al. 2006, 2013b) to examine Hurricane Patricia’s structural evolution during its record-setting rapid intensification and overwater weakening. Combining new observational capabilities...
from high-density dropsondes and airborne Doppler radar data, we calculate the full-tropospheric, dry axisymmetric Ertel’s potential vorticity (PV; Ertel 1942) within the inner-core region of Patricia without relying on balance assumptions. We utilize these unprecedented observations of PV to elucidate the mesoscale processes contributing Patricia’s rapid intensity changes, and to better understand the evolution of the strongest TC observed to date in the Western Hemisphere (Rogers et al. 2017).

The current state of forecasting TC rapid intensification (RI) events is largely dependent on probabilistic techniques, which aid the intensity guidance provided by deterministic models. For example, the rapid intensification index (RII; Kaplan et al. 2010) employs large-scale environmental predictors from the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS; DeMaria et al. 2005) to estimate the probability of RI. The skill of the SHIPS-RII has shown improvements when considering inner-core predictors in addition to these large-scale environmental predictors (Kaplan et al. 2015; Rozoff et al. 2015). Furthermore, given a favorable preexisting environment, inner-core processes have been suggested to be the primary influence on TC intensification rates (Hendricks et al. 2010). Therefore, improving our understanding of the internal processes within a TC can lead to more skillful intensity forecasts.

A common theoretical and numerical framework employed to understand TC intensification is predicated on the balanced vortex model (Eliassen 1951), whereby an axisymmetric vortex is assumed to continuously evolve in a state of gradient wind and hydrostatic balance in response to a specified (often time invariant) forcing. Within the balanced vortex framework, it has been shown that heating concentrated radially inward of the radius of maximum tangential winds (RMW) is more favorable for TC intensification (Shapiro and Willoughby 1982; Pendergrass and Willoughby 2009), which has been argued to be due to increased heating efficiency (Schubert and Hack 1982; Hack and Schubert 1986; Pendergrass and Willoughby 2009; Vigh and Schubert 2009) and the convergence of lower-tropospheric angular momentum surfaces toward the heat source via a transverse circulation response (Smith and Montgomery 2016; Smith et al. 2018). While frictional forcing also plays a role, in this framework the evolution of a TC is primarily governed by sources of heating in the eyewall, which drive the simultaneous development of a primary and secondary circulation. Central to this framework is the inextricable evolution of the wind and mass fields, both inherent to the quantity known as Ertel’s PV. The “invertibility” principle (Hoskins et al. 1985) states that through specification of a balanced state for the flow of interest (e.g., gradient wind and hydrostatic balance in a TC) and suitable boundary conditions, Ertel’s PV can be inverted to recover the balanced mass and wind fields (Schubert and Hack 1983; Schubert and Alworth 1987). It can be shown in the steady state, above the frictional boundary layer, that the axisymmetric diabatic heating and PV become locked with one another (Hausman et al. 2006). The emergent structure during TC intensification within this framework is characterized by a “hollow tower” of PV where the maximum PV is radially displaced from the axis of rotation and concentrated along the inner edge of the RMW (Möller and Smith 1994).

Prior studies have demonstrated that the radial PV gradients in a TC serve as waveguides for vortex Rossby waves (VRWs; Guinn and Schubert 1993; Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997). In the presence of a hollow-tower PV structure, the sign reversal of the radial PV gradient satisfies the Rayleigh necessary condition for barotropic instability (Schubert et al. 1999), or more generally, the Charney–Stern necessary condition for combined barotropic–baroclinic instability (Montgomery and Shapiro 1995). Exponential instability resulting from phase locking and mutual amplification of counterpropagating VRWs can lead to a breakdown of the PV ring and mixing at the eye–eyewall interface (Schubert et al. 1999; Kossin and Schubert 2001; Hendricks et al. 2009; Hendricks and Schubert 2010). Asymmetric PV structures emerging from this instability can act as a “transient intensification break” during symmetric intensification, although consecutive PV mixing events can result in the vortex achieving a higher intensity than it would have in its absence because of the cumulative transport of high PV air into the eye region (Rozoff et al. 2009). Furthermore, the PV ring can roll up into convective mesovortices, which simultaneously decrease the point-minimum pressure and increase the point-maximum winds of the vortex (Hendricks et al. 2012, 2014). Möller and Montgomery (1999, 2000) proposed a “convective pulsing” intensification mechanism whereby inner-core PV asymmetries induced by repetitive convective bursts in the eyewall are axisymmetrized, spinning up the symmetric vortex. Collectively, the aforementioned studies depict a conceptual model for understanding TC intensification where the evolution of PV in the presence of diabatic heating is a leading-order process.

Calculation of PV in a TC from observations is difficult, as it requires dense sampling to calculate both kinematic and thermodynamic gradients. Because of these limitations, observational studies have typically used vertical vorticity as a proxy for PV. Doppler radar data and in situ measurements have been utilized in both composite and case studies to demonstrate that intensifying TCs are characterized by a ringlike structure of
vorticity with a maximum located off the axis of rotation, radially inward of the RMW (Kossin and Eastin 2001; Rogers et al. 2013a, 2015; Martinez et al. 2017). Kossin and Eastin (2001) also demonstrated that intensifying TCs possess relatively lower angular velocity and equivalent potential temperature in the eye compared to the eyewall. The composite study of Rogers et al. (2013a) further noted that convective bursts (CBs) are preferentially located radially inward of the RMW for intensifying TCs compared to radially outward of the RMW for steady-state TCs; the former structure was observed in detail during the rapid intensification of Hurricane Earl (2010; Rogers et al. 2015). Martinez et al. (2017) noted that once a TC reaches major hurricane intensity (50 m s\(^{-1}\)), a ring of vorticity can be associated with further intensification or subsequent weakening, suggesting that additional physical processes may become important near peak intensity of the strongest TCs.

The purpose of this study is to improve our understanding of the rapid intensification and weakening of Hurricane Patricia (2015) using the first full-tropospheric, axisymmetric observational analysis of PV in a TC without relying on balance assumptions. High-resolution observations collected during both ONR TCI and NOAA IFEX are utilized to construct spline-based variational analyses. The field observations provide an opportunity to examine the full-tropospheric PV structure and evolution of Hurricane Patricia during its rapid intensification and weakening phases. A PV framework further provides a natural dynamical perspective to better understand the inner-core structural evolution of a TC experiencing rapid intensity changes. Section 2 introduces Patricia’s evolution along with the intensive observing periods during which Patricia was sampled. Section 3 describes the multiple observing platforms, quality control processes for the observations, and the variational analysis methodology. Section 4 presents the axisymmetric inner-core PV structure and evolution of Hurricane Patricia during its rapid intensification and weakening phases. A discussion of the physical mechanisms contributing to Patricia’s rapid intensity changes will be provided in section 5, and finally, conclusions and future work will be presented in section 6.

2. Synopsis of Hurricane Patricia

Patricia was first declared a tropical depression at 0600 UTC 20 October approximately 180 nautical miles (~330 km) south-southeast of Salina Cruz, Mexico (Fig. 1). After being declared a tropical storm 18 h after genesis, Patricia drifted west-southwest through a slightly unfavorable thermodynamic environment prior to entering an environment characterized by high oceanic heat content and sea surface temperatures (Fig. 1b), conducive for rapid organization and development (Kimberlain et al. 2016). Shortly after this time, Patricia rapidly intensified 54 m s\(^{-1}\) in 24 h, transitioning from a 75-kt category 1 hurricane at 0600 UTC 22 October to a 180-kt category 5 major hurricane. Six hours later, Patricia attained its maximum lifetime intensity of 185 kt with a minimum central pressure of 872 hPa. Both the extreme rapid intensification and maximum lifetime intensity (defined as the maximum 1-min sustained wind speed 10 m above the ocean) of Patricia were unprecedented in global observations, placing it in the “tropical record books” (see Table 2 of Rogers et al. (2017)). This dramatic intensification was not well predicted by either global or
The P-3 flight tracks for these two IOPs are shown by the “rapid weakening” (RW) IOP from 2015 to 2100 UTC. Therefore, observations are divided into a “near maximum core at the 700-hPa flight level, it encountered severe turbulence, forcing the crew to loiter and recover on the southeastern side of Patricia for 2 h before completing the second center pass (Rogers et al. 2017). Therefore, observations are divided into a “near maximum intensity” (MI) IOP from 1710 to 1800 UTC, and a “rapid weakening” (RW) IOP from 2015 to 2100 UTC. The P-3 flight tracks for these two IOPs are shown by the green and orange paths, respectively, in Fig. 1b. A single WB-57 overpass at 18-km altitude coincided with the RW IOP (second P-3 center pass on 23 October). Microwave imagery approximately 4 h before the first P-3 center pass highlights Patricia’s remarkably compact eyewall and corresponding deep convection along with a pronounced principal rainband (Fig. 2b). A dramatic structural change is observed ~5 h later in the microwave imagery as Patricia approached the coast of Mexico, showing the development of a concentric eyewall structure (Fig. 2c). A detailed description of each observing platform is given in the following section along with the method of creating the observational analyses for each IOP.

### 3. Datasets and analysis methodology

The WB-57 was equipped with the High Definition Sounding System (HDSS) designed to simultaneously receive data from multiple dropsondes. As the WB-57 flew above the inner core of Hurricane Patricia at approximately 18-km altitude, Expendable Digital Dropsondes (XDDs) were released in a “rapid fire” sequence resulting in a spatial interval of ~4 km between each XDD. The XDDs are global positioning system (GPS) dropsondes designed without a parachute, containing grooves etched into the polystyrene plastic-printed circuit board to receive data from multiple dropsondes. As the WB-57 sounding is subjected to a combined objective–subjective quality control procedure, described in detail by Bell et al. (2016), to ensure reliable data quality for the final product.

The P-3 tail Doppler radar is an X-band (~3-cm wavelength) radar with two antennas, one scanning fore and the other scanning aft, both positioned at an ~20° offset from the aircraft’s longitudinal axis. This separation allows for a dual-Doppler synthesis of the observed Doppler velocities from both the fore and aft scanning radars. The radar data are corrected for navigational errors using the method described by Cai et al. (2018) and subject to an automated quality control process following the “medium threshold” algorithm.
described by Bell et al. (2013). Additional quality control of the radar observations is carried out manually to remove ocean returns, radar sidelobes, and second-trip echoes.

The HDSS and tail Doppler radar observations constitute the majority of the data used in the analyses presented herein, but additional available datasets are also utilized. The P-3 released several of the Vaisala RD94 GPS dropsondes during its eyewall penetrations. These dropsondes provide PTH and velocity observations along a trajectory as they fall from the aircraft with a 2-Hz sampling frequency, resulting in a vertical resolution of approximately 5 m. RD94 dropsondes are quality controlled using the Atmospheric Sounding Processing Environment (ASPEN) software. In situ flight-level kinematic and thermodynamic observations are collected by the P-3 instrumentation at a 1-Hz sampling frequency. A correction is applied to both the temperature and dewpoint temperature observations to account for potential instrument wetting events following the method outlined by Zipser et al. (1981) and discussed by Eastin et al. (2002). Atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) derived from feature tracking in satellite imagery through a combination of water vapor and infrared channels are obtained from the Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) and also included in the analyses (Velden et al. 1997, 2005).

Observations are analyzed for each IOP using a two-dimensional (axisymmetric) variational analysis technique called Spline Analysis at Mesoscale Utilizing Radar and Aircraft Instrumentation (SAMURAI; Bell et al. 2012; Foerster et al. 2014; Foerster and Bell 2017). Given a set of observations and associated error estimates, the SAMURAI technique yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the atmosphere through a minimization of a variational cost function. Unique characteristics of the SAMURAI technique include the ability to perform the analysis directly in an axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system and the absence of any imposed balance or physical constraints other than mass continuity. The SAMURAI technique utilizes a finite element approach, which employs second-order continuous cubic B-splines as a set of basis functions (Ooyama 2002), providing high numerical precision for derived quantities.

![Horizontal-polarized microwave (85–91 GHz) brightness temperature structure of Hurricane Patricia from 22 to 23 Oct as observed by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and Global Change Observation Mission–Water “Shizuku” (GCOM-W) polar-orbiting satellites. The microwave imagery is from (a) the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) aboard DMSP F15 at 0934 UTC 22 Oct, (b) the SSMIS aboard DMSP F19 at 1359 UTC 23 Oct, and (c) the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) aboard GCOM-W1 at 1911 UTC 23 Oct. Source: Naval Research Laboratory.](image)
Axisymmetric cylindrical SAMURAI analyses are created for each respective IOP using circulation centers identified as the point that maximizes the tangential circulation within the RMW (Marks et al. 1992). The 2–8-km-layer-averaged circulation center is specified as the center of circulation for each IOP analysis, and an $f$-plane approximation is assumed with the Coriolis parameter calculated at this location. Figure 3 shows the data distribution for each IOP in both polar and axisymmetric coordinates, with the radar reflectivity overlaid in cyan contours for the axisymmetric analyses. All axisymmetric cross sections presented herein are scaled to preserve the aspect ratio. The Doppler radar observations provide thorough coverage throughout the analysis domains, giving high confidence in the retrieved kinematic fields except in the 5-km radial region nearest to the axis because of the lack of hydrometeors in the eye. A soft $w = 0$ (vertical velocity) variational constraint is applied in clear air with a standard deviation of 0.5 m s$^{-1}$ to reduce numerically spurious vertical velocities at small radii. As a result, the magnitude of downdrafts in Patricia’s eye may be underestimated. XDDs released by the WB-57 (red dots in Fig. 3) extend throughout the full depth of the troposphere and provide extensive radial coverage except near the RMW where a few sondes failed before reaching the surface.

Because of the different sampling resolutions of the drop sondes and Doppler radar, separate analyses are created for the thermodynamic fields and kinematic fields. SAMURAI uses a spline-cutoff (Ooyama 2002) and recursive Gaussian filter (Purser et al. 2003) to smooth the analyses and spread both kinematic and thermodynamic information across the analysis domain.
Tests with different spatial resolutions and filter lengths indicate trade-offs between the level of detail, the magnitude of resolved gradients, and potential analysis artifacts resulting from the different sampling resolutions. The analyses presented herein limit resolved scales to 6 and 0.5 km in the radial and vertical directions, respectively, for the thermodynamic analyses, and 1.5 and 0.5 km in the radial and vertical directions, respectively, for the kinematic analyses. Since several of the XDDs failed in the upper troposphere near the eyewall, the spatial filters interpolate the observations across an approximately 10–20-km data gap near the eyewall for the thermodynamic analysis of each IOP. A higher level of detail is preserved in the kinematic analyses given the dense Doppler radar sampling.

Last, we note that the WB-57 overpass on 23 October coincided with the RW IOP (second center pass of the P-3) and not the MI IOP, which is evidenced by the lack of dropsondes in the data distribution for the MI IOP (Figs. 3c,d). To resolve this issue, we assume that the axisymmetric thermodynamic structure evolves on a slow enough time scale to warrant using the same thermodynamic analysis for both the MI and RW IOPs. This assumption will be examined in more detail in the discussion section.

4. Axisymmetric structural evolution

a. Rapid intensification

On 22 October, Hurricane Patricia entered an environment characterized by sea surface temperatures in excess of 30°C (Fig. 1b) with weak deep-layer (850–200 hPa) environmental vertical wind shear (not shown). These favorable environmental conditions allowed Patricia to rapidly intensify from a tropical storm (30 m s\(^{-1}\)) at 0000 UTC to a category 4 major hurricane (60 m s\(^{-1}\)) at 1800 UTC, at which point it was sampled by both the P-3 and WB-57 (see Fig. 1).

The axisymmetric kinematic and thermodynamic structure of Patricia for the RI IOP (1715–1915 UTC 22 October) is shown in Fig. 4. At this stage, Patricia is

---

1 We note here that all references to the deep-layer (850–200 hPa) environmental vertical wind shear magnitude and direction are obtained from the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS) predictors labeled “SHDC” and “SDDC.” SHDC and SDDC represent the 850–200-hPa vertical wind shear magnitude and direction, respectively, averaged between 0- and 500-km radii from the vortex center after removing the vortex circulation. These variables are obtained from the operational Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses.
characterized by a remarkably compact circulation with an RMW at 2-km altitude of 15 km. Deep convection (shown by the cyan contours representing radar reflectivity) is concentrated radially inward of the RMW, denoted by the gray line, which is a configuration commonly observed with intensifying TCs (e.g., Rogers et al. 2013a). A secondary reflectivity maximum is apparent at a radius of ~45 km and is associated with a pronounced principal rainband evident at this stage in Patricia’s development (Fig. 2). The deep, cyclonic primary circulation near the eyewall has tangential velocities exceeding 30 m s\(^{-1}\) at 12-km altitude (Fig. 4a), with a relatively small slope between 2- and 8-km altitudes. The secondary circulation is characterized by a shallow inflow layer that penetrates radially inward of the RMW, accelerates upward in the eyewall updraft, and then turns radially outward to a strong outflow (~10 m s\(^{-1}\)) between 12- and 16-km altitudes.

Figure 4b illustrates the potential temperature structure of Patricia for the RI IOP in shading, overlaid by surfaces of absolute angular momentum given by

\[ M = ru + (1/2)f r^2 \]

where \( f \) is the Coriolis parameter, and \( u \) is the axisymmetric tangential velocity. The contour for \( M = 0.8 \times 10^5 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) is shown in bold to emphasize the evolution of \( M \) near the RMW throughout the three IOPs. The potential temperature contours descend toward the axis of rotation as Patricia’s warm core develops during RI, and the \( M \) surfaces are tightly packed radially inward of the RMW, contributing to an intense vorticity tower (Fig. 5a). The axisymmetric absolute vertical vorticity is given by

\[ \gamma = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial (ru)}{\partial r} \]

with \( \gamma \) values between 5 and \( 10 \times 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \) found along the inner edge of the RMW.

In addition to absolute vorticity, Fig. 5a shows contours of the vertical gradient of potential temperature \( u \), which is related to the static stability. Patricia’s thermodynamic structure is characterized by a local static stability maximum in the eye at approximately 2-km altitude where a low-level inversion is often observed, separating the dry, subsiding air aloft from relatively cooler and moister air below (Jordan 1961; Franklin et al. 1988; Willoughby 1998). The high-altitude flight level of the WB-57 provided thermodynamic observations in the upper-troposphere–lower-stratosphere (UTLS) region of Patricia, showing strong stratification between 16- and 18-km altitudes and a vertical gradient of \( \theta \) exceeding 25 K km\(^{-1}\).
The kinematic and thermodynamic analyses allow for calculation of the full-tropospheric, axisymmetric PV in Patricia without the use of balance assumptions. Ertel’s PV\(^2\) is given in geometric, axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates as

\[
P = \frac{1}{\rho} \left( -\frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial r} + \left[ f + \frac{\partial (ru)}{\partial r} \right] \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial z} \right),
\]

where \(\rho\) is the dry air density and the remaining variables assume their aforementioned definitions. Figure 5b shows the axisymmetric PV structure of Patricia during RI, overlaid by the transverse circulation vectors. Patricia possesses a hollow-tower PV structure with a midlevel maximum located in the eyewall exceeding 100 PV units (PVU; 1 PVU = \(10^{-6}\) kg K m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)). A second local maximum of \(\sim 60\) PVU is evident in the low-level eye, collocated with the local maximum in static stability (Fig. 5a). In the UTLS region, high static stability leads to several PV rings with maxima on the order of 200 PVU. Given that observations in the UTLS are sparse, there is a high degree of uncertainty in the magnitude of these PV rings. However, given both the strong rotation and static stability in this region, we believe the analyzed PV rings are at least qualitatively realistic.

An estimate for Patricia’s diabatic heating \(\dot{\theta}\) is shown in white contours, computed under an approximate steady-state assumption where diabatic heating is exactly offset by adiabatic cooling (e.g., Roux et al. 1993). We expect the local tendency of potential temperature \((\partial \theta/\partial t)\) in the eyewall region to be a small residual between latent heating and adiabatic cooling that is less than \(\sim 2\) K h\(^{-1}\) (Zhang et al. 2002; Stern and Zhang 2013). If we assume the local tendency is exactly zero, the diabatic heating can be estimated as \(\dot{\theta} = u \partial \theta/\partial r + w \partial \theta/\partial z\), where \(u\) and \(w\) represent the radial and vertical velocities, respectively. We note that heating from asymmetric eddy sources and additional diabatic processes such as radiation are not included in this heating estimate. The absolute uncertainty in the calculated heating magnitude is difficult to estimate because of uncertainties in the analysis and unresolved processes, such that we limit the interpretation of the heating field to a qualitative discussion of the location and relative magnitudes of the heating in each IOP. During the RI period, heating is maximized at midlevels radially inward of the RMW and slightly outward of the PV maximum (Fig. 5). As will be shown, subsequent changes in the heating and PV fields have a close correspondence.

b. Maximum intensity

Hurricane Patricia continued to intensify, and reached its lifetime maximum intensity of 95 m s\(^{-1}\) at 1200 UTC 23 October. Patricia remained in an environment with sea surface temperatures in excess of 30°C (Fig. 1b); however, it began to encounter weak to moderate deep-layer vertical wind shear between \(\sim 4\) and 5 m s\(^{-1}\) from the south-southwest (not shown). The MI IOP took place between 1710 and 1800 UTC 23 October, approximately 6 h after Patricia reached its maximum lifetime intensity. Patricia maintained category 5 major hurricane status at this time with an intensity of \(\sim 93\) m s\(^{-1}\). Figure 6 shows the axisymmetric kinematic and thermodynamic structure of Patricia for the MI IOP. In the 24-h time window separating RI and MI, Patricia’s RMW contracted to 9 km at 2-km altitude and the slope of the RMW between 2- and 8-km altitudes decreased. A decreased slope of the RMW with altitude in correspondence with an overall contraction of the RMW is consistent with previous findings (Stern and Nolan 2009; Stern et al. 2014). Deep convection persisted in the primary eyewall and a secondary reflectivity maximum is apparent near a radius of 60 km (Fig. 3b), likely associated with deep convection in the principal rainband wrapping around the system (Fig. 2b). Although the RMW is nearly vertically aligned, the convection in the primary eyewall possesses a larger slope such that its core is displaced radially outward of the primary eyewall above 4-km altitude (Fig. 6a).

Patricia’s kinematic structure during MI is characterized by a deep, intense primary circulation with tangential velocities exceeding 60 m s\(^{-1}\) at 12-km altitude. The inflow layer deepened and intensified compared to the RI IOP, penetrating radially inward of the RMW where strong convergence is located at the base of the eyewall. A midlevel inflow layer has developed near the eyewall between \(\sim 2-\) and 4-km altitudes, appearing to be somewhat separated from the near-surface inflow layer. Updrafts concentrated along the RMW approach magnitudes of 20 m s\(^{-1}\) near 8-km altitude, turning radially outward to an intensified outflow that exceeds 15 m s\(^{-1}\) between 14- and 16-km altitudes.

As described in the methods section, we use the thermodynamic structure from the WB-57 pass 3 h later (during the RW IOP) to analyze the MI IOP. Figure 6b shows the potential temperature structure of Patricia.
evaluated for these two IOPs, along with the $M$ surfaces unique to the MI IOP. Interestingly, though the warm core has intensified during the $\sim$24 h between RI and RW, the static stability is largely the same (cf. Figs. 5a and 9a). The contour for $M = 0.8 \times 10^6 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ has migrated radially inward, remaining mostly aligned with the RMW from the surface up to nearly 14-km altitude, and the radial gradient of the $M$ surfaces has increased inward of the RMW. Figure 7a shows Patricia’s remarkable vorticity structure resulting from its intensification and contraction between RI and MI. The radial shear of the tangential velocity approaches values of $9 \text{m/s}$ between the axis of rotation and RMW (Fig. 6a), contributing to $\eta$ exceeding $25 \times 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$ radially inward of the RMW.

A local static stability maximum remains in the low-level eye with a similar magnitude to that observed during RI, and the upper portion of the outflow layer in the UTLS remains highly stratified. Figure 7b shows that a significant evolution has occurred from the RI period as the hollow tower of PV has further concentrated into an intense, vertically coherent tower. The hollow tower is characterized by PV values up to 250 PVU located along the inner edge of the RMW and extending from near the surface up to 12-km altitude. Local PV maxima are again noted in the UTLS region with amplitudes exceeding 250 PVU near the eyewall and $\sim 160$ PVU radially outward of the RMW. Interestingly, a UTLS PV patch located at approximately $r = 45$ km is in the region where Patricia’s secondary eyewall eventually develops, but it is unclear whether this is coincidental or dynamically relevant, especially given uncertainties in the magnitude of PV in the UTLS region.

c. Rapid weakening

Approximately 3 h after MI, the P-3 flew its second center pass through Patricia between 2015 and 2100 UTC 23 October, denoted herein as the RW IOP. Patricia remained in a region with high sea surface temperatures, exceeding $31^\circ\text{C}$. The magnitude of the deep-layer vertical wind shear was increasing from $\sim 5 \text{m/s}$ at 1800 UTC 23 October to $\sim 13 \text{m/s}$ at 0000 UTC 24 October. Figure 8a shows the axisymmetric kinematic and thermodynamic structure of Patricia for the RW IOP. Although MI and RW are separated by only 3 h, a dramatic structural change is evident in the analyses. Deep convection is concentrated along the RMW, but now a pronounced secondary reflectivity maximum is located between a radius of 45 and 60 km, associated with a developing secondary eyewall. The two eyewalls are separated by a region of relatively low reflectivity values known as the “moat” (Houze et al. 2007).
The slope of the RMW has increased significantly and the tangential velocity maximum is now located near 5-km altitude (Fig. 8). The secondary eyewall is apparent in both the primary and secondary circulations with an overall shallower structure compared to the primary eyewall. The near-surface inflow spiraling into the primary eyewall appears to have been impeded by the formation of the secondary eyewall, while the midlevel inflow has developed a toroidal circulation around 5-km altitude. We note that this toroidal circulation is vertically centered near the freezing level, suggesting it may be related to strong diabatic heating at this altitude. The magnitude of the updrafts in the primary and secondary eyewalls are comparable with maximum values of \( \approx 15 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1} \). The outflow associated with the primary eyewall has weakened to \( \approx 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) while the outflow associated with the secondary eyewall has a maximum of \( \approx 5 \text{ m s}^{-1} \).

In addition to the increased slope of the RMW, the radial shear of tangential velocity between the axis of rotation and the RMW has decreased. The \( M \) surfaces have spread out radially in the primary eyewall, especially below 4-km altitude where the inflow has been reduced (Fig. 8b). In contrast, the \( M \) surfaces have converged radially in the developing secondary eyewall. The changes in tangential velocity and absolute angular momentum are manifested in the absolute vorticity structure as an overall decrease in the magnitude of vorticity within the primary eyewall, with maximum values on the order of 15 \( \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 9a). The PV structure during RW no longer resembles a pronounced hollow tower but rather a more diffuse, vertically sloping structure with two separate maxima at midlevels (Fig. 9b). PV is no longer concentrated along the inner edge of the RMW and maximum values have decreased to \( \approx 120 \text{ PVU} \). The local maximum in PV is collocated with the local static stability maximum in the low-level eye rather than extending throughout the full troposphere. This PV structure suggests substantial mixing at the eye–eyewall interface has occurred, which will be discussed further in the following section. It is worth emphasizing that these dramatic inner-core structural changes took place on a short time scale of approximately 3 h.

5. Potential vorticity evolution

To gain further insight into Patricia’s rapid intensification and weakening, we examine the evolution of the axisymmetric PV field in more detail. We begin by noting that the estimates of PV presented herein are limited in their quantitative accuracy because of observational uncertainties, undersampling, and spatial and temporal filtering. Furthermore, we use the axisymmetric thermodynamic analysis valid for the RW IOP to compute PV in the MI IOP under the assumption that the axisymmetric thermodynamic structure evolves on a slower time scale than the axisymmetric wind field.
Figures 7b and 9b demonstrate that Patricia experienced a dramatic PV structural evolution in the 3 h separating the MI and RW IOPs. However, given the remarkably similar vertical gradients of potential temperature between the RI and RW IOPs (cf. Figs. 5a and 9a), we posit that Patricia’s PV evolution between MI and RW is largely dominated by vorticity evolution with changes in the mass field contributing to a lesser degree. Despite these limitations and assumptions, the high-resolution analyses from the TCI observations yield quantitative estimates of the PV evolution, which provide a useful framework for understanding Patricia’s rapid intensification and weakening.

a. Coordinate transformation

Seminal work by Schubert and Hack (1983) introduced the transformed Eliassen balanced vortex model in which absolute angular momentum served as an independent variable, simplifying the transverse circulation equation and providing a useful way to obtain dynamical insight into the evolution of TCs. The potential radius $R$ is defined for an inertially stable vortex as $(1/2)fR^2 = rv + (1/2)f^2 = M$, and represents the radius to which a parcel must be displaced (conserving absolute angular momentum) in order for its tangential velocity $v$ to become zero. The Lagrangian evolution of $R$ is therefore related to sources and sinks of $M$, and is given by

$$f\dot{R} = M = -\frac{\partial M}{\partial r} - w\frac{\partial M}{\partial z}, \quad (2)$$

where $\dot{R} = DR/Dt$, $\dot{M} = DM/Dt$, and the material derivative operator is given by $D/Dt = \partial /\partial t + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla$. The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) denote the eddy sources and sinks of absolute angular momentum (torques), which can arise from frictional fluid stresses and asymmetric processes.

A notable advantage of the potential radius framework is the natural coordinate stretching it provides in regions where the vertical vorticity exceeds the planetary vorticity [see Eqs. (8) and (10) of Schubert and Hack (1983)]. Schubert and Alworth (1987) took an additional step toward simplifying the transformed Eliassen balanced vortex model by simultaneously using potential radius and isentropic (potential temperature) coordinates. Following the derivation laid out in section 2c of Schubert and Alworth (1987) and section 4 of Hausman et al. (2006), the Lagrangian PV equation for a dry axisymmetric vortex can be written in the $(R, \theta)$ coordinate space as

$$\frac{DP}{Dt} = P \left[ \frac{\partial (R\dot{R})}{R\partial R} + \frac{\partial \dot{\theta}}{\partial \theta} \right], \quad (3)$$

where the material derivative operator is given by
In this coordinate space, \( \tau \) is equivalent to time \( t \), but \( \partial / \partial \tau \) implies fixed \((R, \theta)\) compared to a fixed \((r, z)\) position given by \( \partial / \partial t \). Adopting the \((R, \theta)\) coordinate space allows analysis of Patricia’s PV structure from a dynamically relevant perspective in which “movement” is due to sources and sinks of absolute angular momentum and diabatic processes, which can concentrate or dilute PV within isentropic layers (Haynes and McIntyre 1987). In this coordinate space, radial movement across \( R \) surfaces is associated with material changes in the absolute angular momentum of an air parcel through eddy torques \( \tilde{R} \) [see Eq. (2)], and vertical movement across \( \theta \) surfaces is associated with material changes in the potential temperature of an air parcel through diabatic processes \( \tilde{u} \). The material loss or gain of PV is then associated with both gradients in \( \tilde{R} \) and \( \tilde{u} \), or “acceleration” across \( M \) and \( \theta \) surfaces in the transformed coordinate space given by the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3), respectively.

b. Patricia’s evolution in \((R, \theta)\) space

Figure 10 shows Patricia’s PV structure for each IOP within this transformed coordinate framework. A bilinear interpolation was carried out for the transformation from \((r, z)\) space to \((R, \theta)\) space. In this coordinate space, the strong link between the diabatic heating field and the PV structure is apparent. The PV maxima are found just radially inward of the regions of heating, and evolve in concert with the changing structure and magnitude of the heating.

There is an approximately twofold increase in the maximum value of diabatic heating between RI and MI, followed by a corresponding decrease during RW. The increase in both magnitude and depth of the diabatic heating in the eyewall between RI and MI was accompanied by an approximate 100-PVU amplification of the hollow PV tower as Patricia just reached its maximum intensity. It is also noted that although the physical RMW contracted during this time period, in the \((R, \theta)\) space, the PV essentially concentrated “in place” (along the same \( R \) surfaces) with the maximum remaining near \( R = 125 \text{ km} \) (cf. Figs. 10a and 10b). The \( M = 0.8 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) surface was shown earlier to approximately evolve with the RMW, and corresponds to the \( R = 188 \text{ km} \) surface.

Equation (3) can be rearranged using Eq. (4) to yield the Eulerian PV equation in \((R, \theta)\) space, and with an application of the quotient rule, the terms can be combined to yield

\[
\frac{\partial P}{\partial \tau} = P^2 \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial R} \left( \frac{P \tilde{R}}{P} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \left( \frac{\tilde{u} P}{P} \right) \right].
\]  

The two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) demonstrate that the evolution of PV at a fixed \((R, \theta)\) position depends on how the ratio of \( \tilde{R}/P \) changes radially along a
fixed $\theta$ surface, and how the ratio of $\dot{\theta}/P$ changes vertically along a fixed $R$ surface. The local tendency of PV is then scaled by the square of the preexisting PV at that location in $(R, \theta)$ space. A conceptual model depicting Patricia’s rapid development of a hollow-tower PV structure can now be developed within this coordinate framework. As air parcels rise out of the boundary layer along an $R$ surface, a positive $P$ tendency requires the vertical gradient of $\dot{\theta}/P$ to be positive. Below the heating and $P$ maxima (which are vertically collocated; see Fig. 10a), a positive $P$ tendency occurs when the diabatic source of $P$ exceeds the vertical advection of smaller $P$ from below. Conversely, above the heating and $P$ maxima, a positive $P$ tendency occurs when the vertical advection of larger $P$ from below exceeds the diabatic sink of $P$. The local tendency resulting from these processes scales with $P^2$, supporting a rapid increase of $P$ in the presence of sustained vertical mass flux and heating.
In the absence of eddy torques, a steady state is achieved when the vertical gradients of $\theta$ and $P$ become identical, and the PV field becomes “locked” to the heating field (Hausman et al. 2006). As such, we would expect the PV maximum to be concentrated along the same $R$ surfaces and at the same isentropic level as the heating maximum, but the analyses indicate this is not the case. Instead, the heating maximum is located radially outward of the PV maximum, and remains nearly fixed to the same $R$ surfaces ($R \approx 180$ km) as they contract in physical space (cf. Figs. 5 and 7). This structural evolution during rapid intensification can be understood via two physical mechanisms. The axisymmetric generation of PV from diabatic processes results from projecting radial and vertical gradients of heating on to the vorticity vector. Since the vorticity vector in the eyewall region points radially outward and vertically upward, we would expect the generation of PV to occur both radially inward and beneath the diabatic heating maximum. However, the slope of the vorticity vector and heating distribution in the eyewall leads to a partial cancellation between these two individual terms. We can therefore infer that eddy processes must also be acting to concentrate the hollow PV tower radially inward of the heating maximum.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) includes the effects of eddy torques [Eq. (2)] on the evolution of PV at a fixed $(R, \theta)$ position. Although we cannot calculate the eddy terms from the current analyses, we can draw inferences to their role in the observed development of Patricia’s hollow-tower PV structure. Above the frictional boundary layer, we can reasonably assume a first-order local eddy viscosity turbulence closure that implies $\bar{R}$ would be maximized where the $M$ surfaces have the largest radial gradient in physical space, near the eye–eyewall interface (Figs. 4b, 6b, 8b). Although eddy sources of momentum can also possess countergradient characteristics in TCs (Persing et al. 2013), we assume here that the dominant effect of eddy mixing is diffusive and downgradient. The concentration of the hollow PV tower near $R = 125$ km is consistent with Eq. (5) and the idea that diffusive eddy mixing provides a source of $P$ radially inward of the $\bar{R}$ maximum and a sink of $P$ radially outward of the maximum. The location of the $\bar{R}$ maximum moves radially inward in physical space as Patricia intensifies, but remains approximately fixed in potential radius space near $R = 140$ km.

Collectively, the abovementioned heating and eddy processes can explain the observed in-place concentration of PV within the $(R, \theta)$ framework during RI and up through MI. Diabatic heating $\theta$ concentrates PV near the same $R$ surfaces from RI to MI through vertical gradients of latent heating in the eyewall, with a positive feedback of local tendency as $P^2$ increases. Eddy torques $\bar{R}$ are maximized at the eye–eyewall interface radially inward of the heating maximum in the eyewall, which acts to concentrate PV near the eye–eyewall interface where the radial gradient of $\bar{R}$ is positive, and decrease it in the eyewall where the radial gradient of $\bar{R}$ is negative. During RW, the PV tower became diluted and expanded radially across $R$, suggesting that eddy mixing was occurring over a broader region as the eyewall broke down and asymmetries amplified. Despite the more complicated PV structure during RW, a strong correspondence with the diabatic heating field was still apparent (Fig. 10c).

As described in the introduction, the sign reversal of the radial PV gradient satisfies the Rayleigh necessary condition for barotropic instability, which may result in the development of mesovortices and enhanced PV mixing at the eye–eyewall interface. We argue here that this PV mixing process due to a barotropic or combined barotropic–baroclinic instability may have played an important role in the observed rapid weakening and vortex breakdown prior to landfall. To provide evidence supporting this argument, 3D Cartesian SAMURAI analyses were created for both the MI and RW periods. Utilizing the same data as the axisymmetric analyses (see Fig. 3), the Cartesian analyses were created on a grid with 1-km horizontal spacing and 0.5-km vertical spacing. Figure 11 shows the evolution of absolute vertical vorticity in Cartesian coordinates ($\eta = f + \partial w/\partial x - \partial u/\partial y$) between MI and RW at both 2- and 6-km altitude as a proxy for PV. The analysis captures an evolution consistent with rapid vorticity mixing as the vorticity “ring” apparent during MI developed into a structure more closely resembling a “monopole” during RW. Furthermore, through Stokes’s theorem, the absolute circulation can be computed as the area integral of absolute vorticity within the domain bounded by each analysis shown in Fig. 11. In doing so, we find that the absolute circulation at each respective vertical level changes no more than 5% between MI and RW. The approximately conserved absolute circulation in the eye–eyewall region is consistent with the mechanism of vorticity mixing associated with barotropic instability (Schubert et al. 1999).

In the case of Patricia’s evolution, the effects of vertical wind shear and formation of a secondary eyewall may have introduced potential pathways for barotropic instability to ensue. The effects of vertical wind shear likely played a role in reducing Patricia’s vertical alignment, tilting the vortex between MI and RW and enhancing asymmetries (see Fig. 20 in Rogers et al. 2017). The disruption of the near-surface inflow to the primary eyewall by the developing secondary eyewall
was accompanied by a significant reduction in diabatic heating within the eyewall (cf. Figs. 7 and 9), which may have substantially reduced the forcing mechanism acting to concentrate PV along the inner edge of the eyewall. Another potential negative factor may have been the introduction of dry air from land being advected into Patricia as it approached the coast of Mexico. Although the present observational analysis precludes a detailed diagnosis of the relative importance of these different factors, the observed structural changes collectively suggest that multiple mechanisms led to Patricia’s rapid weakening. It is difficult to explicitly calculate the most unstable modes and growth rates from the observations because of the strong sensitivity of the calculations to resolved gradients and spatial filtering. We hypothesize that a combination of internal and external factors sufficiently disrupted the diabatic forcing within Patricia’s primary eyewall, allowing instabilities to rapidly breakdown the symmetric PV ring and lead to enhanced mixing at the eye–eyewall interface. Further confirmation of this proposed mechanism for rapid weakening may require high-resolution numerical modeling.

c. Comparisons to earlier observations

Comparisons to the observed PV structure of other TCs are limited because of the difficulties in resolving the thermodynamic gradients required to calculate PV from observations. A midlevel PV maximum was noted in the western North Pacific composite analysis of Schubert and Hack (1983, their Fig. 4) and in Hurricane Gloria of 1985 (Shapiro and Franklin 1995, their Fig. 11). Bell and Montgomery (2008) highlighted a low-level PV maximum in the eye of Hurricane Isabel (2003), which is
similar to that seen in Hurricane Patricia. This “PV bridge” has been attributed to preferential PV mixing at low levels where both the shear and curvature vorticity are maximized, leading to a rapid growth of the most unstable modes (Hendricks and Schubert 2010). Hendricks and Schubert (2010) also attributed this local PV maximum to the enhanced stratification found near the subsidence inversion in the eye. Recent studies have shown that high PV mixed from the eyewall into the eye at low levels can contribute to increased stratification, suggesting that the low-level inversion itself may in part be dynamically driven through PV mixing (Rozoff et al. 2009; Hendricks and Schubert 2010).

As Patricia reached its maximum intensity, the magnitude of PV concentrated within the hollow tower was approximately 3–4 times greater than that observed in Gloria (Shapiro and Franklin 1995; Shapiro 1996) and Isabel (Bell and Montgomery 2008). A similar structure was documented by Hausman et al. (2006), who utilized an axisymmetric model to simulate a TC that developed a hollow tower of PV with a maximum of ~275 PVU. The compact RMW, deep tower of PV with a maximum near midlevels, and intense wind speeds of the simulated TC in Hausman et al. (2006) does not weaken after achieving maximum intensity. As was hypothesized above, a combination of internal asymmetric processes and external environmental influences is necessary to explain Patricia’s observed rapid weakening.

Earlier studies that attempted to calculate PV in a TC had to rely on determining the mass field via a balance assumption, whereby the observed winds are used to calculate the mass field given an imposed balance condition (e.g., Schubert and Hack 1983; Shapiro and Franklin 1995; Shapiro 1996). To examine the validity of a balance assumption, we calculated PV using the mass fields that would be in gradient wind and hydrostatic balance with the observed wind fields for both the RI and RW analyses following the method described by Smith (2006) and Foerster and Bell (2017). During RI, PV calculated using the balanced mass field is qualitatively similar to the analyzed PV maximum in the midtroposphere, but shows distinct quantitative differences, especially in the lower troposphere and outflow layer where the “balanced” PV is much lower (Fig. 12a). Differences are largest in the regions where gradient

**Fig. 12.** “Balanced” potential vorticity comparison for the (a) RI and (b) RW IOPs. PV calculated from the balance assumption (shaded, PVU) is overlaid with PV computed from each respective SAMURAI analysis (contoured, PVU) using the same 20-PVU contour interval. See section 5c for details.

---

3 Since the MI analysis utilized the thermodynamic analysis valid during RW, a comparison to the mass field computed using a balance assumption during MI would be indirect.
wind balance is a poor approximation for the observed winds. The balanced mass field is particularly problematic for calculating PV during the RW period (Fig. 12b) given that the tangential velocity increases with height up to its maximum near 5-km altitude (Fig. 8), requiring that the isentropes slope upward approaching the axis of rotation via thermal wind balance (i.e., a cold-core cyclone). Compounding errors result when computing the gradients of unrealistic isentropic structures (not shown), which is required to calculate PV. Similar structural issues resulting from using a balance assumption were noted by Shapiro and Franklin (1995). We conclude that the balance assumption is a reasonable first-order approximation above the boundary layer and below the outflow layer during the RI analysis, but is largely invalid during the RW analysis because of the presence of large regions with unbalanced flow. These results suggest that the high-resolution dynamic observations obtained from the XDDs are crucial in permitting the calculations of PV presented herein.

6. Conclusions

A new observational dataset created from the Tropical Cyclone Intensity experiment (TCI; Doyle et al. 2017) and the Intensity Forecasting Experiment (IFEX; Rogers et al. 2006, 2013a) field campaigns provided an opportunity to investigate the record-breaking evolution of Hurricane Patricia (2015). Dropsondes released with high spatial resolution from approximately 18-km altitude allowed for an unprecedented full-tropospheric analysis of a TC experiencing rapid intensity change. The analyses presented herein highlight the first full-tropospheric, axisymmetric calculations of Ertel’s potential vorticity (PV) within the inner core of a TC, derived from observations without the use of balance assumptions. Observations gathered during three intensive observing periods (IOPs) by the NOAA P-3 and NASA WB-57 aircraft provided information at three critical stages during Patricia’s life cycle: the rapid intensification phase (RI), near maximum intensity (MI), and the rapid weakening phase (RW).

During the rapid intensification phase, Patricia’s structure was characterized by a hollow-tower PV structure concentrated along the inner edge of the RMW. The low-level eye (beneath ~3-km altitude) exhibited a secondary PV maximum that was related to both the subsidence inversion and mixing at the eye–eyewall interface. The present analysis confirms the coexistence of a PV bridge at low levels and a hollow-tower PV structure with a mid-level maximum during rapid intensification. Near maximum intensity, the hollow PV tower extended throughout the depth of the troposphere with peak values exceeding 250 PVU, making this the highest tropospheric PV documented from observations to the authors’ knowledge. Discrete maxima of PV were also found in the upper-troposphere–lower-stratosphere (UTLS) region associated with strong static stability. These upper-level PV rings have been noted in past numerical simulations (e.g., Kieu and Zhang 2010), but their role in Patricia’s intensity change is currently unclear and warrants further investigation.

The hollow-tower PV structure observed in Patricia’s eyewall supported the Charney–Stern necessary condition for combined barotropic–baroclinic instability. Patricia’s rapid weakening over a period of 3 h was influenced by increasing vertical wind shear, a secondary eyewall, and possibly by dry air from the nearby landmass, which combined to reduce the symmetric heating in the eyewall. Evidence of vorticity mixing at the eye–eyewall interface and approximate conservation of absolute circulation in this region suggest that barotropic or combined barotropic–baroclinic instability may have played an important role in the rapid weakening. The combined effects of these internal and external processes resulted in a broader, weaker PV tower with maximum values of ~160 PVU.

Additional insight to explain Patricia’s evolution was provided by transforming the PV analyses to potential radius and potential temperature (R, θ) coordinates. The rapid intensification of Patricia’s hollow PV tower within this framework essentially occurred “in place” in a region of approximately constant potential radius, even though the eyewall contracted in physical space. The Eulerian PV tendency equation in (R, θ) coordinates indicates that PV is concentrated more quickly in regions with preexisting large values of PV, suggesting that the rapid vertical development of the PV tower resulted from sustained vertical mass flux and heating in this region. The location of the PV maximum near the eye–eyewall interface, radially inward of the heating maximum, can be further explained by the effects of eddy mixing along the interface. The rapid breakdown of Patricia’s hollow PV tower during the transition from MI to RW can be explained within this framework as resulting from increased eddy mixing over a broader region, but a strong correspondence of the PV field with the symmetric heating distribution is still evident during this period. The absolute circulation was shown to be approximately conserved during the rapid weakening, substantiating the mechanism for eddy-driven vortex breakdown put forth in earlier idealized work (e.g., Schubert et al. 1999).

The observational analyses presented herein illustrate the evolution of Hurricane Patricia within an axisymmetric framework, and provide some validation of the PV conceptual model to provide insight into rapid TC intensity changes. However, the present axisymmetric
PV analyses are fundamentally limited in their representation of Patricia’s full 3D evolution, both temporally and spatially. While the calculation of 3D Ertel’s PV from observations is difficult, it may be possible with a combination of high-resolution dropsondes and Doppler radar data in future observational analyses of TCs, which can help provide further insight into TC evolution. Along with these observations, high-resolution numerical simulations are necessary to examine the key processes contributing to rapid intensity changes and to better predict TC intensity prior to landfall. Future work will further investigate the role of asymmetric processes during Patricia’s evolution, and compare the observed features presented herein with other TCs to further explore the utility of the PV framework for understanding TC structure and intensity change.
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